Red, Blue, and Green All Over

• Reduce energy use from buildings and fleet related to our emergency services (Fire and Police)
• Pool best practices from our partners to share
• Provide a venue for creating a fire fighter to fire fighter conversation about and action on energy
Crucial Early Partners
Wha!
Participants
JouleBug and the Town of Cary are teaming up to make Cary more sustainable. JouleBug is a new mobile app that makes sustainability simple and fun. Download it for free and save more than $200 a year.
Cary Greenergizer Challenge

Cary Teen Council is having its very own JouleBug Competition – the Greenergizer Challenge. Compete for great prizes! Show your sustainability stuff, share it with your friends, and even earn some volunteer hours. But you only have from March 18, 2014 to April 10, 2014, so get Buzzing!

Join Up
Emily Barrett, Sustainability Manager,
Town of Cary, NC
919-469-5125
emily.barrett@townofcary.org
www.chiefsenergychallenge.org
www.facebook.com/caryitgreen